GENERAL WORDS
- object
- materials
- supply
- equipment
- cargo

THINGS WE CAN MAKE
- automobile
- microscope
- compass
- scale
- bomb
- cannon

MATERIALS, PARTS, & ACTIONS

Materials:
- concrete
- plaster
- aluminum
- brass
- copper

Parts:
- post
- pipe
- fibers

Actions & acts:
- adjust
- bound
- produce
- invented
- explosion
- weaving

DESCRIBING WORDS
- magnetic
- mechanical
- automatic
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project's
projects
projected
projecting

project manager
school project
overhead projector

projector
projection
projectile
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invent

invents
invented
inventing

inventor
invention
inventory
inventories
inventiveness
inventive
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- **explode**
  - explodes
  - exploded
  - exploding

- **nuclear explosion**

- **unexploded**

- **explosion**
  - explosive
  - explosively
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Except for the Sun, Jupiter is the largest **object** in our Solar System. (Why isn't Pluto a planet?)

"Supposing you had two apples and I took away one, wouldn't you have one left?" "You never would," **objected** Benny with confidence. (The boxcar children)

"Let's pretend we're hunting!" he cried. "I'll be the moose!" "I thought we came up here to explore," Philip **objected**. (Attic treasure)

A thing (n)

Also, people must cover their head in case the tornado damages the ceiling above them and throws **objects** around. (Preparing for a disaster)

The purpose or goal for doing something (n)

Whether played on cloth or on the ground, the **object** of the game was the same, to be the first to get one's token in the middle square. (Toys: Amazing stories)

To say you don't like something or that it is wrong (v)

With each change, engineers and designers make a new diagram and a new model. The **object** is to create bicycles that work well and look good. (Designers and engineers)
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Then, in the car, Mrs Brown had **produced** tickets to El Caballo Danza Magnífico, the Magnificent Dancing Horses. *(Blaze and the dark rider)*

**produce**

- to make or create (v)
  
  Pollen is powder that the plant makes that helps it **produce** new plants. *(Worldwide loss of bees)*

- to bring something out to be seen or used (v)
  
  The captain of the company, tucking his sword under his arm, **produced** a handkerchief and began to bind with it the lieutenant's wound. *(The red badge of courage)*

- fresh fruits and vegetables (n)
  
  When we go to the grocery store, there are shelves of carrots, lettuce and broccoli. All of this **produce** comes from farms. *(The first greenmarket in New York City)*

Large drums **produce** low sounds, like booms. Small drums **produce** high sounds, like bops. *(Drums)*
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